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Lancashire Mountaineering 
Club 

Welcome to the Autumn edition of the Newsletter and once again thanks to all 
our contributors. Once life returned to a post covid normal and we were blessed 
with a dry sunny summer we could get out on the hills again. Unfortunately the 
Alps were a disaster area owing to climate change; many of the huts were closed 
and guides suspended their operations to avoid the risk of avalanche and 
stonefall.  

Our huts are now open fully with interesting developments taking place at Cae 
Ysgubor with the imminent arrival of internet connection and the installation of 
car charging facilities. We have had problems with the gas supply at the Loft but 
it is well on its way to being sorted out. Many thanks are due to our hut wardens 
who put in a huge amount of effort to keep these facilities available 

The A.G.M. is on the horizon.  It’s on the 2nd November at 8.00pm and will again 
be a Zoom event so there should be a healthy attendance. Any items for the 
agenda must be submitted to the secretary at least three weeks in advance. 
Maybe some of you would like to put yourselves forward for a committee 
position. Volunteers are always welcome. The Club relies entirely on volunteers. 

The annual dinner is also looming large. This year we have a change of venue to 
the Castle Hotel near Bassenthwaite. Details have been circulated by email so 
make sure you get your booking in soon so that arrangements can be finalised. 

I have felt for some time that the title of this production is a misnomer. In this 
electronic age news is instant. Important communications go out by email as 
required. Reports of member’s activities appear on various “platforms”. 
Accordingly I propose to retitle this as a Magazine and publish it annually relying 
on your literary prowess to entertain us with your adventures. I look forward to 
your opinions on this change. 

Bernard Smith editor@lancsmc.org 
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Chairman’s Loft Meet: 3-5 June 20 

  

Report          Mike Haines 

The Meet covered the weekend of 3-5 June, based at the Loft in Little Langdale.  

Day 1. On a lovely, warm Summer Day, Linda and Mike met up at the Sticklebarn NT 
car park in Great Langdale before setting off on a Langdales circuit. A number of others 
had pulled out earlier in the week with Richard Toon having to stand down on the day 
as he had car problems, which are happily now resolved. Unsurprisingly, given the 
clement weather, the car park was completely full with us just managing to grab a 
space.  

From the car park, we went up to Stickle Tarn before heading up to Harrison Stickle 
by the direct route then carrying on West to Pike of Stickle where we stopped for a 
butty and a drink. From there, we headed across Martcrag Moor to Stake Pass and on 
to Angle Tarn where we paused to watch a couple of intrepid souls swimming across 
the Tarn. 

Tempting though it was to emulate them (not) we reluctantly turned away to descend 
by Rossett Gill and then down Mickleden, towards the Old Dungeon Ghyll.  

There were a couple of big events going on that day – the Scafell Pike marathon and 
an Ironman Triathlon (2.4 mile swim, 112 mile bike ride taking in 5 passes and a 
marathon length run from Ambleside, up to Scafell Pike and back to Ambleside. On 
the way down Mickleden we passed a number of the Ironman competitors heading up 
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to Scafell Pike. They looked absolutely exhausted, not surprising on what was quite a 
hot day! Feeling like wimps, we carried on to the Old Dungeon Ghyll for welcome 
refreshments and something to eat before returning to the car park with Linda heading 
home and Mike heading back to the Loft for the night.   

Day 2 

Having been the lone occupier of the Loft on the Saturday night, I went for a shorter 
walk from the Loft up Pike O’Blisco and back to the Loft. 

On the way up, I met a guy who had completed the marathon length Scafell Sky Race 
the day before. His version of a shorter Sunday walk was a circular walk taking him 
over Pike O’Blisco and heading onto Crinkle Crags and beyond with his 4 months 
pregnant wife. Again, I felt like a wimp. Hey ho!! 

All in all, even though the turnout was very disappointing, it was still a great weekend 
in the Lake District.  

Attendees:  Mike Haines, Linda Palentine (Saturday)  Mike Haines (Sunday) 

 

 

 

Photos:      Views from the Loft.         Mike Haines 
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LMC Tour of Mont Blanc 2022----Dave Sudell. 
 
I'm writing this from our Covid 19 isolation ward in Firs Park Crescent, having brought home 
an unwanted gift from the Alps! 

 
The plan was for the seven of us to meet up at the hotel Le St Antoine in Les Houches on the 
Tuesday evening have a meal together, rationalise the gear and start the walk on the 
Wednesday morning. We would be carrying camping gear as most accommodation on route 
seemed to have been booked up well in advance. Given three of the team were flying in; 
Nancy and Richard from the States and Helen from Manchester, and John, Mark, Julie and I 
were car sharing from Knutsford via Portsmouth and Caen, the fact that we all made it on 
time was a reason to celebrate. So we did and I had the best pizza ever. 
 
Thankfully next morning the overnight storm had cleared and we duly set out on stage one of 
our planned eleven day trek from France, into Italy and Switzerland and back into France. 
Day one had us walking up hill (a lot more of this to come) with rather heavy rucksacks in 
very warm temperatures heading for Les Contamines via Col de Voza . Magnificent views of 
the Chamonix valley and its associated peaks to the rear, Aiguille Bionnasay and Domes de 
Miage high above us on our left. Thankfully much of the walk in forest, as the sun shone 
brightly today. We made an overnight camp at Le Pontet. Nancy raising a few eyebrows with 
her micro bivvy tent, and I'm sure some sympathy, as it rained all night! Very busy with 
TMB'ers. 
 
Our first big day today, 19km with 1360m of ascent, taking in the Col du Bonhomme at 
2329m and the Col du la Croix Bonhomme at 2479m. Thankfully passing several huts with 
refreshments available. Some rather tired trekkers eventually set down our rucksacks on the 
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camping field at Les Chapiex and after quickly erecting the tents managed to dive into the bar 
of the Auberge de la Nova just before the rains came. And did it rain overnight! 
 
It was still raining the following morning and the attraction of a local shuttle bus taking us up 
to the Refuge des Mottets at 1870m, thus saving us a two hour walk proved to be irresistible. 
By the time we disembarked the sky was dry and we made good progress up to Col  de la 
Seign at 2156m. Crossing from France into Italy without problem and down to the CAF's 
Refuge Elisabetta ,2195m for a late lunch with the Aiguille des Glaciers up high on our left. It 
was windy on the col with blue skies and magnificent views. Welcome to Italy. The descent 
from here to Courmayeur called for decisions on the way forward. Nancy and Richard 
deciding to descend to Val Veni for a comfortable campsite with facilities and food, the rest of 
us going high for a wild bivvy on Alpe de l'Arp Vieille (no wild  camping below 2500m in 
Italy). We settled down at a suitable spot on the hillside, had a brew and some food and 
soaked up the incredible views. Aiguille de Tre la Tete Oriental, what's left of the Glacier du 
Miage, Mont Blanc, Aiguille Blanche de Peutery, Aiguille Noire de Peuterey to mention just 
a few …..........a magical evening.  

 
 
We awoke with the sun, up at 6:00am and the views were still there for breakfast! We had just 
packed up and started to move when a helicopter appeared, oh oh here come the mountain 
police. It came right into the gully by our side and settled down onto a foot bridge. Out jumps 
a chap with a coil of black pipe, dumps it on the ground, climbs back in and it’s off down the 
valley. Yes folks it was a plumber with a very skill full driver! Onward and up to the Alp 
superior de l'Arp Vieille to find the most perfect open water swimming spot for Julie. You 
will have to wait for the photo, but what a backdrop. Descending to the very chilled out 
Refuge Maison Vieille for a lovely lunch, Mark started to slow down, not a good sign. The 
poor chap was very under the weather, in fact he crawled under a table. Mark's sudden illness 
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called for some serious action and we all descended into the 'oven' of Courmayeur via the lift 
system where we regrouped with Nancy and Richard. The tourist office kindly sorted us a 
budget hotel and we soon settled into town for some Saturday evening promenading (ok we 
didn't have our Armani gear to hand) before enjoying a meal in a very warm restaurant. 
 
Time for more decisions. Nancy and Richard had foot problems so decided to take a few 
easier days, Mark was improved but still not jumping about, the weather forecast was for 
storms the following day and we needed to get over Grand Col Ferret into Switzerland before 
the weather hit us. Solution, a bus ride from Courmayeur, along Val Ferret to the terminus at 
Arnuva and set out walking from here, thus missing the section of TMB past Refuge Bonatti. 
This we did and made a steady progress up to Refuge Eleana for refreshments. It was Sunday 
and there were tribes of folks on this ascent, maybe all bound for Elena for lunch, but no they 
all continued to the col! More amazing views as we ascended, Val Ferret, Monte Gruetta and 
Mont Dolent. Over the Col at 2537m to be confronted with rather different views of 
Switzerland's green and pleasant land. A long and dare I say boring, decent to Alpage de la 
Peule for a lovely lunch followed by a narrow and at times rather exposed path down to La 
Fouly. The lovely and well provisioned campsite being most welcome. Awoke at 2am to a 
blue flashing light, Julie got up to investigate and turned off the computer in the nearby 
facility room. Problem solved. 
 
Rain is forecast for today and we expect to get wet. A pleasant low level walk along the 
valley to Champex. Initially downhill through a couple of very nice old villages where we 
had a good lunch. A dawdling type of day until I realised that Champex is 500m above us. Up 
and up we go in high humidity, eventually making it up to the picturesque lake and a very 
welcome beer. A busy campsite, but most adequate with good facilities. Julie, Helen and I 
decide to eat out. Mark and John staying in camp. The meal is very good, but this is 
Switzerland and so the cost is rather ouch. Whilst we are eating the heavens open and a 
massive storm moves in. We manage to time our meal to perfection and thankfully finish in 
synch with the storm.   
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More decisions today. The regular route to Col de la Forclaz goes via Alp Bovine 850m of up 
and 1040m of down, the variant goes via Fenetre d'Arpette 1200m of up and 1390m of down. 
The weather is overcast and set to clear. I decide on the Bovine route, Mark, John, Helen and 
Julie (with a nudge from me) take the variant. As we depart Mark says I'm not sure this is a 
good idea. I reassure them that the path is well marked and as there are tens of trekkers taking 
the Bovine option I will be fine. We agree to meet up on the campsite at Le Peuty. My day is 
spent in cloud and high humidity, I now understand why Swiss cows wear bells. My only 
view being as I approached the Col de la Forclaz. The others had a more eventful day. The 
cloud burned off but John took sick on the higher part of their walk and they had to retreat to 
the hotel at Relais d'Arpette, where Helen booked herself a room. From here Mark and Julie 
accompanied John back down to the campsite in Champex. By this time I had arrived at Le 
Peuty and was just settling down with a beer when I noticed a text from Julie saying she was 
just setting out (4pm) to meet up with me via the Bovine route as she had our tent. A kindly 
Belgian couple gave me a lift back up to Col de la Forclaz and a mightily tired Julie arrived at 
8pm for a meal in the hotel and a comfy campsite, we didn't need rocking. 
 
Julie and I had a slow and easy day today and eventually made our way down to Le Peuty. 
Mark, Nancy and Richard came over via the Bovine path, Helen via Fenetre d'Arpette, and 
said it was tough. John taking the bus and train around to Argentiere for a couple of days rest 
and a Covid test (+ve). In the afternoon Julie and I had a stroll up to the Chalet du Glacier 
1583m, a lovely spot by the river coming down from the Glacier de Trient. Just as we settled 
down to beer and blueberry pie Helen appeared looking mightily pleased with herself  She 
had had a big tough day over Fenetre d'Arpete but soon recovered after a beer and cake and 
we all walked down to meet up with the Bovine routers on the 'village green' campsite. The 
village has a Gite and a public green for camping. There is a large shelter with tables, public 
toilets (with paper) and best of all two excellent public showers in converted portaloos. The 
star though is a Yurt which can seat fifty or so folks for a five course evening meal and 
breakfast. Cool or what? 
 
And now for something completely different, just joking actually. It’s more of the uphill to 
the Col de Balme today 2191m. Nevertheless a grand day, initially in forest and then out onto 
the open meadow and on to the Refuge. Wow …........what views from the Col. The whole of 
the Chamonix valley with all its magnificent peaks suddenly opens up from here so, as you 
do, we spend some time and take a few photo's before descending to Le Tour and take a bus 
ride to that old LMC favourite Camping Les Chosalatets in Argentiere where we all met up 
with John again. The campsite was well busy with lots of Brits. It’s been modernised and has 
excellent wash rooms and a small bar/cafe where we were made most welcome. 
 
After a meal and a good night’s rest we were all ready for the strenuous ascent to Col des 
Montets. Fortunately the bus was on time and off we went. From the col it’s a steady walk to 
the Cheserys Lakes. Today the weather is kind with blue skies and a cooling wind and for 
once I was able to keep pace with Julie. At the lakes we were beginning to feel the heat of the 
day and to my horror I noticed people ascending a section of steps and ladders up to the 
refuge at 2352m. Head down and up the steps we go to be rewarded at the lovely balcony of 
the refuge to the magnificent views across to the peaks of Chamonix. A splendid place to 
regroup and have a well-earned lunch. It was very busy with day trippers but no rush and we 
relaxed the afternoon soaking up the ambience and scenery. Early evening was time to seek 
out a bivvy site. After some careful searching John spotted a piece of level ground with a 
shelter wall and this provided the ultimate bivvy. In fact it even provided cabaret as the Ibex 
we had spotted earlier came to say hello, he even summoned his family. The perfect evening, 
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chilling, taking in the view and watching the wildlife. 
 
On our final day there wasn't much enthusiasm for an 18km walk down hill to Les Houches. 
In addition we had a couple of recovering/ailing trekkers so we 'jumped' the cable car at Le 
Flegere down into the  Chamonix melting pot and made our way back to Les Houches on the 
bus. 

 
A few statistics: 

• The trek is given a distance of 170km and 10,500m of ascent, we cut a little off this 
and took eleven days. 

• We carried camping gear as most accommodation had been booked well in advance. 
We camped wild/bivvies on two nights, used campsites on seven nights and hotels on 
two nights. 

• My loaded sack weighed 10kg + 2kg of water and hill food, Julie's was similar. I 
suspect that the others may have had heavier sacks. 

• Minimal equipment was our watchword. Shorts/long pants/vests/thin fleece/down 
jacket/rain jacket and pants/lightweight boots/three pair socks/sun hat/mini 
towel/sleeping bag and mat/stove and gas/bowl and cup. 

• Guidebooks; Trekking the Tour of Mont Blanc. Cicerone. Kev Reynolds. (latest 
edition with mini map book….my preference). Tour du Mont Blanc Knife Edge. 
Andrew McCluggage. 

• Website:tmbtent.com a very good source of info for those intending to camp. 
• Julie and I have cheap SIM only deals on our phones. Neither of our phones would 

work in Switzerland as it is non EU and therefore 'Roaming' territory. No such 
problems in France or Italy. 

 
In conclusion. An excellent LMC meet. Great company, fantastic scenery, lucky weather, a 
very good team. 
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Savouring Munros.    Geoff Cooper 

Scotland’s highest mountains are often bagged at speed but they can be enjoyed at a more 
leisurely pace. 

I met Angus, a wiry Glaswegian, as he cycled down Glen Tilt. At 73 he’d just completed his 
penultimate Munro, one of Scotland’s 282 mountains over 3,000 feet.  I asked him why like 
several thousand others was he “bagging” mountains. “It’s not about ticking them off”, he 
said, “I’ve spent the last twenty years climbing Munros and getting to know the remoter parts 
of the Scottish Highlands, places I would never have seen. Whatever the season, whatever 
the weather, each journey is different and brings its own surprises.” 

Sir Hugh Munro published the first table of 3,000 feet high Scottish peaks in 1891 though he 
never climbed all of them himself. The Reverend A. E. Robertson is credited as the first to 
finish the list in the early 1900’s.  By 1980 there were only about 200 who had achieved all 
the summits but since then this mountain challenge has grown in popularity and there are 
now some 6,000 Munroists. 

 

The Munros are all found to the north and west of a line joining Glasgow to Aberdeen. Ben 
Lomond is the most southerly and in easy reach of Scotland's major towns and cities. Ben 
Hope is the most northerly Munro in a remote corner of Sutherland. There are Munros on 
two of the western isles- Mull and Skye. The character of these high mountains varies 
enormously. Some like those in Glencoe and Torridon are craggy and tower dramatically 
above the glens, others form large rounded plateaus. The most challenging peaks are the 
Black Cuillins on Skye which form a narrow precipitous ridge with 11 summits, one of which, 
the Inaccessible Pinnacle (the “In Pinn”} is a moderate rock climb. 
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There's a big difference between mountain walking in Wales and the Lake District and tackling 
Munros. The scale is bigger; many involve long approaches up glens, along loch shores or 
through coniferous plantations before starting the ascent that can be on paths more suitable 
for sheep than humans. The British weather is part of the experience of enjoying the 
mountains and in the wilder parts of Scotland it can add to the challenge of navigation and 
affect the speed of progress.  Snow and ice in winter can also dramatically alter conditions 
and demand specialist skills and extra equipment. As a young novice I was once caught out at 
Easter in snow and freezing conditions on Ben Lawers above Loch Tay in the Central 
Highlands. Poorly equipped I was fortunate to meet Catriona, an experienced winter 
mountaineer who cheerfully guided me along a tricky section of the ridge whilst 
demonstrating the need for ice axe and crampons.   

Munroists have adopted ingenious ways of getting closer to their mountains by using bikes 
and canoes and even skis in winter. Using a mountain bike can sometimes mean that more 
remote mountains can be tackled in a day rather than involving an overnight camp or bivvi. 
Unless you are prepared for long multi-day outings, cars are a necessity for most Munros. 
When travelling along empty roads in the remoter parts of Scotland you sometimes come 
across a lay-by with four or five parked cars and inevitably there’ll be one or two Munros close 
by. It would be interesting to know what income these mountain enthusiasts generate for the 
Scottish economy. For those travelling from outside of Scotland I’d guess that each Munro 
would cost at least £60 in terms of petrol, food and accommodation. 
 
Travelling by train to Munros can also have its rewards. One June whilst travelling to the 
Highlands my train from Cumbria was late, I missed the connection in Glasgow and I had to 
negotiate an unscheduled stop at Dalwhinnie in the Cairngorms National Park.  As the train 
pulled out I noticed a man at the end of the platform. Unfortunately, he hadn’t heard the 
announcement about my request and he’d thought it was Newtonmore Station. I felt guilty 
as he trundled off with suitcases in the direction of the A9. It was 9.30pm when I started my 
three hour walk across the moor to the bothy near Ben Alder. I was about midway, just coming 
over a rise when a herd of some 50 red deer raced across my path. A full moon hung over the 
Culra bothy as I approached after midnight. Mountain bothies are simple stone shelters 
usually with a platform for sleeping and a fireplace. They are unlocked and free to use. There 
are usually no toilets, just a spade and a set of instructions. They are maintained by The 
Mountain Bothy Association (www.mountainbothies.org.uk } 
 
Another train journey took me to Corrour Station, which stands at 408 metres on Rannoch 
Moor. This is a wild stop on the West Highland line, miles from a surfaced road but with a 
choice of excellent accommodation at the station or the nearby Loch Ossian Youth Hostel. It 
was at the latter that I met Jack, in his 50's and recently made redundant, who was giving 
himself the extra challenge of visiting all the Munros by using public transport. 
 
There are two opinions as to the value of Munros as a means of exploring the Scottish 
Highlands. They certainly take you to places you would never see without the aim of a tick on 
your list. An example of this is the stunning Corrie Fee below Mayar in the Cairngorms 
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National Park.  As a friend and I descended the steep winding path alongside a waterfall a ring 
ouzel, rare in these parts, flew in a wide circle, stopping on prominent rocks to ensure that 
we went nowhere near its nest. A short way beyond in a crevice was a bright patch of tiny 
flowered purple saxifrage, whilst further down the glen a series of moraines and erratic 
boulders left by glaciers are enough to excite any budding geologist. The high plateau of the 
Southern Cairngorms might also be overlooked. Here is a unique habitat for fauna and flora; 
it’s as close as we get to arctic tundra in Britain. In winter you can chance upon a flock of snow 
bunting, white coated mountain hare and ptarmigan in winter plumage. Early summer brings 
the plaintive call of golden plover carefully guarding their chicks, red deer watching from a 
distance and cushions of pink flowered moss campion. In late summer there’s the chance to 
eat bilberries, crowberries and the fleshy orange cloudberry. These aren’t the jaw dropping 
landscapes of the Western Highlands but subtler places where the eye roams from wide skies 
to the detail of rock, lichen and liverwort. These special habitats may be under threat as 
climate change brings milder winters and larger plants invade the remnants of our tundra. 

The critics argue that the target driven Munroist has little time to absorb the scenery and 
wildlife. Many fine mountains are overlooked because they are not on the list. Some  
examples are Goat Fell on Arran, the conspicuously shaped Cobbler, above Arrochar and  
Suilven, Stac Pollaidh and Quinag rising dramatically above the lochan-strewn moors of 
Assynt. To overlook these in the quest for higher summits shows a lack of appreciation of the 
richness and diversity of our mountain environments. 

There are two excellent guidebooks to the Munros. The Scottish Mountaineering 
Club’s guide describes mostly individual routes up single peaks. Cameron McNeish’s 
“Munros” is a great aid to planning routes which combine a number of Munros. He 
doesn’t always show the shortest way to the tops but often recommends the benefits 
gained from a circular, more rewarding mountain journey. Both books have stunning 
photographs of the mountains throughout the seasons. 
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Ask a Munroist where they've been after a long day in the mountains and they are often 
flummoxed. Getting your Anglo Saxon tongue around names like Sgurr nan Ceathreamhnan 
or Mullach na Dheiragain is no mean feat. But it's certainly worth the effort as the Gaelic 
names are wonderfully descriptive of the landscape and give the visitor a sense of place. Sgurr 
a’ Chaorachain tells us that it is “the peak of the little field of the berries”, whilst Bod an 
Deamhain usually known by the English “The Devil’s Point” is more correctly translated as 
“the penis of the demon”. (see photo above) 

    I climbed my first Munro, although I didn’t know it at the time, 
at the age of 15. I was hitch hiking with my cousin to Fort William and we were given a lift by 
a teacher who introduced us to a classic climb, Crowberry Tower, as a route up Buchaille Etive 
Mor, the pyramidal mountain that stands as sentinel to Glencoe. Over the next 40 years I 
visited Scotland to enjoy the mountains and never considered it possible to be drawn into 
bagging Munros. I caught the bug in 2001 when Foot and Mouth disease closed the English 
and Welsh mountains to visitors. I was with friends on the summit of Ladhar Bheinn in 
Knoydart on the west coast  
 
 
when we started comparing the Munros we'd climbed in the past. At that stage I'd climbed 
some 30. It took me another 15 years before I became a “compleater” on Beinn Mhanach. 
 

I’ve walked alone over many Munros and it’s on these solo journeys I’ve experienced the 
closest wildlife encounters which have varied from a shrew that ran across my boot on Ben 
Wyvis, near Inverness to the golden eagle that suddenly soared from above a crag above Loch 
Treig. I’ve also enjoyed sharing the experiences with a small group of friends, planning routes 
together, battling on despite the weather, sharing the exhilaration of the ridges, summits and 
spectacular views.  After a long day on the hills, the craic back at “base camp” is always good 
whether it’s in a pub in Roy Bridge, Braemar or Fort William or around a fire in a mountain 
bothy. 
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My Munros have been a slow, meandering process, sometimes repeating classic walks with 
friends or spending time enjoying coastal walks in sight of unclimbed mountains. I like to think 
I'm less driven than others and that I’ve had time to savour the experiences but in truth I have 
to admit I’ve still been a Munro bagger.  

Beinn Mhanach—the final one.  With Mark Braithwaite. 

 

Note: Culra bothy is now permanently closed. 

=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-==- 
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Crossword for LMC        by Sue Furness 
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Across: 

1.Tall structure built to commemorate 
Queen Victoria’s   Jubilee (6,5) 

9. Tarsus, in the body, above the foot (9)  

10. Band not affiliated to a major label (5) 

12. Neolithic sandstone pillar (7) 

13.  The white rock on the Barf, or a useful 
chess piece (6) 

14. Pine------ A member of the weasel 
family (6) 

16.  Fall, excursion, or drug experience (4) 

17 Morning (2) 

18.  ----- Sharp   English folk song collector 
(5)  

 19. Operations (abbrev.)  (3) 

20. Somewhere to live to avoid the 
temptations of the world. (9)  

22.Famous for its Tor (11) 

Down: 

2. Black and white seabird (3) 

3. To what place or purpose. (5,2) 

4. Thin long strip of pasta (6) 

5. Natural rock containing minerals (3) 

6. Mysterious, difficult to understand (9)  

7. Way to get help (at a push) (5,6).  

8. Flying insects, they symbolize change 
(11) 

11. Being fired (9) 

15. The beginning of life (6) 

18. Go up (5) 

20.Abbrev. prefix for navy ship (3) 

21.What we breathe (3) 
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The Story of Nigel Lyle’s Leg on its 50th anniversary. 

What follows is taken from an interview with the Northwich Guardian 

 

I know you lost your leg climbing in 1972 . Was this the biggest climb you had done at that point? 

 

I’d done some hard technical rock climbs in Britain and some long Alpine climbs including the 
traverse of Mont Blanc – “to acclimatise”!  (I was fitter than I have ever been as I was also rowing for 
the successful Emmanuel College 1st VIII). However the Bonatti Pillar on the Drus, which had become 
a bit of a test piece for aspiring climbers, would put the two together and be the biggest challenge 
yet for both of us; I was with Mike Geddes. 

 

 Can you describe what happened? Why were you waiting so long to be rescued? You must have been 
in agony. Did you realise you were going to lose it? 
 

It is over forty years ago now but is all still quite clear in my memory.  We’d gone up to a mountain 
hut for the night and then spent a day getting onto and part way up the Pillar.  This involved crossing 
a col, descending by rappel (abseil) and crossing an ice couloir (gully) which could only be done at 
dawn when frozen and hence no stone-fall.  A few pitches up from the ledge where we’d spent the 
night a huge block came off taking me with it, crushing my foot as we went and nearly cutting one of 
the ropes.  Fortunately we were well to the right of Mike and so missed him but I had a long scrabble 
to get back to the stance with one foot.  Signalling during the day was frustrated by afternoon cloud 
so we retreated to the ledge where we’d spent the night, thinking this a safer spot than trying to 
descend the couloir, and signalled with torches that evening (tourists always watch the Pillar from 
Montenvers opposite).   

 

By the time things started to get organised the following day the pilot of the helicopter thought the 
face too steep to lower a winch and so we prepared to rappel into the couloir the following dawn 
while rescuers prepared to cross it from the other side to help.  However the pilot of the helicopter 
from Annecy to be involved the following day had a courageous plan that in the still air at dawn he 
could approach the face and instead of lowering a winchman from above, throw the strop sideways 
across to us relying on our competence to work out how to put it on properly.  The first we realised 
of this was when, sat huddling together for warmth with our legs in our rucksacks, the helicopter 
started coming across towards us from the col.  “He’s going to have a go!” was followed by a mad 
scramble to get ready.  We caught the strop first go and needless to say I got it tightened correctly 
and followed the gesticulations of the mechanic to keep my elbows down.  As the Helicopter inched 
up and out from the face, I did a huge pendulum out into space, 1,000 m appearing beneath my feet 
in an instant.  Minutes later, winched up, there was a lot of hand-shaking, back slapping between the 
three of us and “merci”s from me.  Equally quickly we were landing and posing for French TV where 
my well rehearsed explanation went pear shaped as I explained to an expectant Nation that “un 
grand pied a tombé sur ma pierre - a large foot had fallen on my stone”!  (Mike abseiled off the pillar 
to join the Guides and was lifted off from the col opposite later.) 
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It had been nearly 48 hours since the accident, the front of my boot was crushed – we’d decided to 
leave it on for support and to stem any bleeding.  During the second night the pain had become 
intense.  We made a brew, Hi-cal, the best I’ve had.  The pain eased which we realised might indicate 
the start of gangrene.  I heard later that the surgeon had told the pilot that every hour now may 
mean it would have spread further and this had made him determined to have a go.  Even so coming 
round and exploring the “tent” on the bed over my leg was bizarre as it felt still there (and still 
does!) so hope was still fighting reason. 

 

Did you think, to hell with climbing at any point? I know you were back climbing within a few months. 
Why? You'd had a hell of a warning, why go back? Were you married at this point. What did your 
wife think? You must have had to learn how to walk again, was it the same with climbing? 
 

I always knew I would continue mountaineering in whatever way I could, even when in the hospital 
we staged a picture for the press of me handing an ice axe (mine was still in the mountain) to the 
Pilot.  I was aware from the literature of various Victorian and post WW1 veterans and others 
including Norman Croucher (a nearer contemporary and double above knee amputee) who had all 
done remarkable things and so took courage from that.  I was lucky to still have the use of my knee 
which makes a tremendous difference.  I only missed a week of the autumn term at University as I 
was given a pylon to start with.  I designed a “cripple clutch pusher” and some mates fabricated it for 
me (thanks to Suti and the Coal Board Research Station) so that I could drive my clapped out mini.  
The pylon was rigid from the buttock so did not work too well for climbing but before Christmas the 
scars were sufficiently healed to have my first leg and from the start it was remarkable how good it 
was for climbing – no more aching calves or trembles in that foot! and it seemed to stick where I put 
it.  Learning to ski I thought would be a different matter as I had never done any before but again, 
despite being well into my 30s by then and having to have a four year old between my knees too, 
they seems to go where I point them.  By the summer I was climbing reasonably enough for a trip to 
the Bugaboos in the Canadian Rockies, some awesome granite peaks with superb climbs.  (Our 
“relaxation” canoe trip down the Bow river afterwards turned more epic with a capsize and loss of 
most equipment including my leg ! – but that’s another story.)  

=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- 

 
Answers to the Summer Crossword 
 
Across: 4.Mallerstang. 7.Tuna. 8.Catbells. 9.Stamina. 10.Druid. 12.Riser. 
14.Datcha. 16.Complain 17.Feta. 18.Switzerland. 
 
Down:  1.Alba. 2.Beacons. 3.Balearic. 4.Mountainous. 5.Sett. 6.Gallivanted. 
11.Barnard. 13Esprit. 15.Maize. 17.Flat. 
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Toubkal and More July 2022 ----  Mike Haines 

Report 
Over the past 10 years I have been employed as a contract Expedition Leader for Outlook 
Expeditions and World Challenge. This entails taking groups of youngsters from schools around 
Britain on adventures to various countries around the Globe during their Summer holidays. 

In July 2022 I took a group of six 15 year old students and a teacher from a school in Wiltshire on an 
8 day Expedition to Morocco.  

In the early hours, we flew from Gatwick airport to Marrakech, arriving around lunchtime to very hot 
conditions at around 45c. We stayed in a hostel in Marrakech overnight and were picked up in the 
morning to be taken by minibus to Imlil in the High Atlas Mountains. From here we had a one hour 
walk up to the Village of Aremd which, at 1900metres in the foothills of Toubkal, is where we stayed in 
a very pleasant Gite for two nights, surrounded by the mountains. 

The temperature in the mountains was a lot more pleasant than in the City. Almost like clockwork, at 
around 4.30 pm each afternoon, heavy thunder rumbled around the mountains with torrential rain 
coming down for an hour. 

As part of the acclimatisation we set off early the following morning on a walk up to the Tizi h’Mzik 
pass at around 2500metres.  Although it was pretty quiet, there is a little stall at the top of the pass 
with a guy selling freshly squeezed orange juice, which we took full advantage of under the welcome 
shade of some trees before heading back down to Aremd for lunch. 

 
The following morning, we set off early on Day 1 of our ascent of Toubkal to avoid walking in the heat 
of the early afternoon. We headed into the Toubkal National Park, trekking past streams and mini 
waterfalls on our way to the basecamp at the Neltner Refuge where we camped at around 3000 
metres.  
 
Next day we got up early and, after a quick breakfast, set off at 3.30 a.m. to ascend Toubkal. The 
youngsters found it strange setting off in the dark but soon got used to it. Some of them didn’t think 
they could make it all the way but, with some encouragement, we managed to overcome their 
concerns and convince them that they could make it all the way. With regular rests, we achieved this 
and the Group reached the Summit at 4167metres by around 8 a.m.  
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What a fabulous achievement for a group of inexperienced 15-year olds! They were deservedly proud 
of themselves and enjoyed the fabulous views with a celebratory orange and well earned rest. 
 
Once they had rested and taken lots of photos, some of which were of them in Berber gear kindly 
supplied by the guide, we headed back down to Camp for lunch before the Sun got too hot. 
 
We camped again 
near the refuge for 
the night before 
departing for the 
Gite in Aremd, 
where we stayed 
overnight before 
heading back to 
the searing heat of 
Marrakech the 
following morning. 
 
In the evening we 
explored the Souks 
looking for 
souvenirs – had to 
be done I suppose, 
especially on our 
final evening in 
Morocco. The 
market place was 
much quieter than 
on previous trips 
which I guess was 
down to the after effects of the pandemic. 
 
All in all a really enjoyable trip with plenty of memories and achievements for the group. 
 

 
 
LMC Annual dinner, reception & entertainment cost and 
arrangements for paying 
The cost of the dinner, reception and entertainment is the same price as last year £40 per 
adult and £15 per child. We would like to be able to confirm numbers with the The Castle 
Inn Hotel in October so please book as soon as possible. 
Email Josie with your requests for places and special diets and then transfer the required 
amount to 
Mrs J. Smith 
Sort code 07-08-06 
Account number 26649185 
Ref: your name & LMC Dinner 
Or send a cheque to J. Smith. 10 Chesterbrook, Ribchester, Preston PR3 2XT 
As in previous year’s full payment must be made with the booking. If you cancel less than 2 
weeks before the event sadly it is 100% non-refundable. 
From your dinner ladies: 
Janette & Josie 
 


